Step into the future of Dairy
& Food crossflow membrane
filtration with LeanFlux®
How to increase efficiency and performance by applying an
innovative combination of known elements from well-proven
technologies for low-pressure applications such as MF & UF
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Introduction
Spiral Wound Crossflow Membrane Filtration
technologies have for years provided many
possibilities for a variety of applications.
Protein fractionation and concentration,
as well as isolates, are very important
products/processes in the present dairy
and food production. Examples are WPC,
WPI, MPC, MPI, MCC, MCI and then all the
other green sources of protein.

Technologies & Major Applications

UF

Protein concentration & standardisation - MPCs, WPCs, MCCs

MF

Protein fractionation & defatting
- MCIs, MPIs, WPIs

for Spiral Wound Crossflow Membrane
Filtration using segmented modules.

Innovative design
We will explain the innovative LeanFlux®
design with interconnected segmented
modules in serial connections, allowing a
completely novel 3-dimensional approach
to optimisation for crossflow membrane
filtration. LeanFlux® is a unique combination
of proven technology using existing
components and known flow principles
around the modules & membranes achieving
significantly better results.
Read more to discover how LeanFlux®
innovative design with segmented modules
provides unprecedented benefits to
Crossflow Membrane Filtration processing
in the Dairy & Food industry.

The dairy & food industry will meet
increasing demands for improving
sustainability and reducing environmental
impact, hence the need for even more
efficient and resource/energy-saving
solutions as we move forward.
In this tech guide, we will introduce you to
the LeanFlux® (Patent Pending) - the future
of crossflow membrane filtration for lowpressure applications such as MF & UF.
The LeanFlux® solution is a unique and
simple, yet ingenious system design
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The LeanFlux® design not only reduces
operational costs but ensures that you
meet future environmental demands
and sustainability goals going forward.
You will also understand important new
processing boundaries for Spiral Wound
Crossflow Filtration.
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The LeanFlux®
basics
LeanFlux® is a unique patent pending solution
for Spiral Wound Crossflow Membrane
Filtration using segmented modules. The
innovation around segmented modules is
as ingenious as it is effective. LeanFlux® is
a unique combination of proven technology
using only known flow principles around the
modules & membranes.

Basic principles
LeanFlux® is a serial combination of standard
modules called “A Segment”. The segmented
modules are then combined in parallel
according to task and application.

Module

Segment

Section/loop

Assembly of housing,
membrane(s), ATD, lipseals, etc.

Assembly of housing,
membrane(s), ATD, lipseals, etc.

Parallel assembly of one or
more segments.
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Optimising Transmembrane Pressure (TMP)
LeanFlux® is a method targeting filtration
applications, where effect and functionality
strongly depend on low and controllable
Transmembrane Pressure (TMP) and
controllable linear velocity (crossflow Qc)
which applies to almost all Microfiltration
and Ultrafiltration applications using
polymeric membranes.

The segmented modules are connected
in series rather than the classic layout with
membrane modules connected in parallel.
We then link these modules as segments in
sections or loops connected in parallel.

Module assembly
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Scale-up design and industrial features
The number of modules in each segment
and the number of segments in parallel will
be selected based on optimal performance
(Lowest OPEX, highest CO2 savings, higher
yield, more precise fractionation etc.).

accurately control TMP at each level and
effectively add diawater at selected levels.
The LeanFlux® design makes it possible to
achieve higher efficiency and better system
performance combined with remarkable
OPEX savings.

In a one section/loop with parallelconnected segmented modules, you can
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A representation of one loop with parallel-connected segmented modules
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Typical LeanFlux® MF design

LeanFlux® MF Segment
Retentate

Permeate

LeanFlux® MF Loop 8x6x1*

Dia/CIP water

LeanFlux® MF Module
Retentate
Dia/CIP water

Dia/CIP water
Permeate
Feed

Feed

* Example:
8 parallel segments
x 6 houses
in seriesxx11element
elements inin
each
househouse
*Example: 8 parallel
segments
x 6 houses
in series
each
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Typical LeanFlux® UF design

Dia/CIP water

LeanFlux® UF Module

LeanFlux® UF Loop 6x3x2*

Retentate

Permeate
Feed

LeanFlux® UF Segment

Retentate
Permeate

Dia/CIP water

Dia/CIP water

Dia water

Feed

*Example: 6parallel
segments
3 houses
in series
x 2 xelements
ineach
each
house
* Example:
6 parallelxsegments
x 3 houses
in series
2 elements in
house
www.siccadania.com
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From traditional loops to
segmented modules
From traditional loops with parallel membranes to parallel
construction with segmented modules in series
Traditionally, crossflow filtration plants with
polymeric membranes have been configured
with parallel construction of membranes.
While this setup once was revolutionary,
it’s not necessarily the optimal solution
any longer due to limitations of
Transmembrane Pressure (TMP) being
fixed based on the required volumetric
crossflow across the membranes.

With LeanFlux®, we provide a simple yet
innovative solution with a combination
of proven technology using existing
components and known flow principles
around the modules & membranes.
By combining segmented modules in series
as well as in parallel to form the sections
or loops, we optimise the actual design for
your exact application.

In traditional/classic Microfiltration plants
you will find designs with two elements
in each module and typically three or
even four elements in each module in
Ultrafiltration plants. This is primarily
driven by keeping CAPEX as low as
possible with little considerations for
OPEX, Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and
overall environmental impact.
The LeanFlux® design, with segmented
modules, allows a totally new approach to
basic system designs simply by reducing
the number of elements per module. This
provides an optimised utilisation of the
installed membrane area, which again will
reduce the required membrane area in a
given application.
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The LeanFlux® plant design achieves several benefits
The first and essential point, the serial
construction of segmented modules
make it possible to precisely control and
regulate TMP independently of the required
crossflow per element (Qc). This allows for
significant process and application benefits.
Secondly, the serial construction of a
segmented module makes it possible to
reduce the overall required crossflow per
loop/section compared to a classic design.
This significantly reduces energy & utility

SiccaDania Group

consumptions, prolongs the lifetime of your
membranes and potentially has a wide
range of other benefits.
Finally, the LeanFlux® design is
highly flexible and scalable to any
given application meeting your exact
specifications, and depending on the actual
site most probably with a much more
effective footprint than a classical solution.
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info
Many producers of membranes for low-pressure crossflow filtration
applications, such as MF & UF, basically do not allow backpressure
in the permeate line or restricted levels at best. This was historically
based on traditional system designs and reducing liability risk
on membrane performance. Actually not looking at the actual
performance of the membranes in relation to TMP as well as Crossflow.
With LeanFlux®, we have proven that polymeric membranes can be
used for processing with very low TMP (> 0 bar) and maintaining a
controlled crossflow without any negative impact. On the contrary. This
is all made possible due to the extremely accurate control of TMP and
required crossflow due to LeanFlux® set-up and application software.
Quote from a leading supplier of spiral wound MF & UF membranes to
the Dairy and Food industry
« A continuous positive TMP (Trans-Membrane-Pressure) throughout
the entire polymeric spiral wound membrane area is required to ensure
the physical construction of a spiral wound element. The positive TMP
must be maintained during both production and cleaning (CIP) steps.
The unique LeanFlux® plant construction and special LeanFlux®
application software, which includes detailed surveillance and alarms
on all critical parameters, will ensure the required positive TMP at all
times during production and CIP.
Our range of MF & UF membranes are therefore approved LeanFlux®
Compatible™ »
Membrane suppliers approved through the SiccaDania Filtration
LeanFlux® pilot test program will receive our LeanFlux® Compatible™
approval stamp of conformity.
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Segmented modules
and TMP regulation
Permeate backpressure, TMP regulation and segmented modules
are key to getting more performance into your production
The crossflow filtration processes highly
depend on achieving the required
crossflow based on acceptable pressure
drops per element and the thereby
resulting TMP. The crossflow and TMP are
therefore totally fixed and thus limiting
optimal operating parameters.
With our LeanFlux® design, we make it
possible to precisely adjust the permeate
backpressure achieving the optimal TMP as
well as crossflow for your application.
Permeate backpressure for polymeric
membranes has always been regarded as
“no go” in the dairy & food industry, primarily
due to membrane supplier specifications
and limitations. So basically the risk of the
negative consequences when crossing
known membranes’ limits.

With LeanFlux®, you can optimise process
efficiency and overall performance while
maintaining an unparalleled secure
operation of the plant.
The LeanFlux® design will extend and open
up new boundaries of what you can achieve
with polymeric membranes in your present
and future processes.
In the next section, we’ll look closer at
the efficiency and performance of your
fractionation and protein concentration with
full LeanFlux® control.

And no, adjusting permeate backpressure is
not new to the industry and has been applied
for polymeric spiral membrane filtration
before. At that point, the ideas were limited by
traditional thinking and not really connecting
the dots and seeing the opportunities.
However, thanks to the dedicated
application software and finely adjusted
regulation mechanisms of the LeanFlux®
plant, we ensure accurate and positive TMP
at all times and at any point in the system.
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Get a LeanFlux®
introduction plan
We would be pleased to guide you on how to
get started with LeanFlux® and get familiar
with pilot plants or engage in evaluation and
benefits for completely new projects.

you as soon as possible to learn more about
your company and your requirements. And,
of course, to give you the necessary and
more detailed information to implement
LeanFlux® in your production.

Click the button below and we’ll contact

I’m interested in a LeanFlux®
introduction plan
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Increase the efficiency
and performance of your
protein fractionation and
concentration
The mechanisms for fine-tuning TMP
through permeate backpressure and
independently control Crossflow (Qc) makes
the LeanFlux® plant a unique tool/process
for optimising operation with reduced costs
and improved overall performance.
Fractionation of specific proteins normally
considered difficult to separate is an
excellent example of a process where you
can increase the selectivity, yield and/or
purity by the ability to adjust the parameters
of your filtration process very precisely.
This optimised fractionation as well as
concentration process possible with
LeanFLux® not only makes it possible to

increase overall performance compared to
classic membrane solutions but also gives
you the ability to create innovative and even
better unit and overall line solutions.
You might think that your processes are
optimised as much as possible. And they
might very well be as optimal as they can get
with your existing plant setup.
With LeanFlux®, we present a novel
system approach and a new set of tools
that will move the limits for what you can
achieve with crossflow membrane filtration
processes. And as stated earlier, it may well
open up entirely new opportunities and
business cases.

Quote from a leading manufacturer in Dairy Ingredients
« With LeanFlux® we have learnt many aspects of crossflow spiral wound
membrane filtration that we didn’t know that we needed to know. An
amazing development we have waited ages for. Finally, something truly
innovative that clearly moves the boundaries of crossflow filtration. »
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Speed up R&D development
And maintain the highest repeatability and documentation
We know that R&D in the dairy & food
industry is a balancing act between being
innovative, taking control as first mover, or
trying to be a faster second mover. Risk is a
factor, however, all the major players for sure
have dedicated teams in place to evaluate
and implement innovative processes.
With LeanFlux®, we will address these
challenges and possible concerns.
First of all, the SD Filtration team has more than
200+ years of experience in the field of Cross
Flow Membrane Filtration. This experience
is embedded in the design of all our plants
(including LeanFlux®) and also in the Pilot
plants available for your in-house testing.
Secondly, the LeanFlux® plants are
designed with an innovative combination

of proven components and technologies.
The LeanFlux® pilot plants also reflect this
design and allow full control of all LeanFlux®
aspects ensuring the highest process safety
by dedicated controls and automation.
Should any error occur, transmitters will
immediately send an error message
handled by the dedicated application
software, and action will be taken
accordingly with operator guidance.

Using the pilot plants as a tool
In addition, a LeanFlux® pilot plant will also
be a highly effective tool for accelerating
your development. The LeanFlux® pilot
plant can independently operate TMP
at each level, and/or manage crossflow.
This will allow testing of several different
membrane models with identical parameters
or testing of the same membrane model with
different parameters in one single process
trial - making the R&D work much faster.
The dedicated application software
is intuitive and easy to operate, and it
represents an excellent opportunity for
increased data gathering on your processes.
Data is becoming more and more important
in business, and this applies even more to the
dairy & food industry. Data collection from a
LeanFlux® plant ensures comparable data
on your processes today and can drastically
accelerate your development cycles.
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Increase the durability of your
membranes
With better control of Fouling, Over Fluxing and CIP requirements
Until now, we have focused on the actual
filtration process, but before this tech guide
ends, we must mention other significant
benefits to the accurate LeanFlux® control
of the plant including the optimisation
and regulation of CIP during the complete
cleaning cycle. This is a secondary, yet very
important benefit of LeanFlux®.

The LeanFlux® design and level of
regulating mechanisms ensure the same
control over the CIP process as you achieve
in the actual filtration process during
production. The level of control makes it
possible to reduce the adverse impact
of the cleaning process improving the
expected lifetime of your membranes
significantly beyond present levels.

The cleaning processes are hard on the
delicate membranes and high fluxes,
and average TMP during CIP processes
significantly reduce the expected lifetime of
your membranes.
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About SiccaDania &
SiccaDania Filtration
SiccaDania Filtration came to life in 2018
and consists of a team of highly skilled
and experienced people with a wealth
of knowledge in Crossflow Membrane
Filtration for the Dairy & Food Industry.
SD Filtration’s core team consist of highly
skilled personnel, each with 20-30+ years’
experience within their field of expertise.
The team has been instrumental and
directly involved in the successful delivery
of several hundred membrane filtration
plants worldwide and has combined more
than 200+ years of experience designing
and commissioning crossflow membrane
filtration systems.
SiccaDania Filtration’s customised standard
solutions approach allows for a unique
customer design, yet based on standardised
building blocks. All filtration plants are “Plug
& Produce”, easy to maintain, operate and
adapt to future requirements.
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Our team is dedicated to finding the best
solutions for your applications and making
sure that we can support your production
with aftermarket service, online support and
a swift supply of spare parts.

About SiccaDania
SiccaDania was founded in 2014 by, a group
of engineers with vast experience fromin
the drying and evaporating industries.
established SiccaDania, SiccaDania set out
to be a company that focuses on creating
the solutions our customers want. From
the humble beginning with no more than
10 people, we now proudly boast a global
footprint with offices in France, Germany,
The Netherlands, Poland, Singapore, China,
Brazil and Canada, and more than 400
employees.

Morten Tordrup Andersen

SD Filtration A/S

Sales Director
Mobile: +45 2510 0049
Office: +45 8882 6620
morten.andersen@sdfiltration.com

Niels Bohrs Vej 37, 1
DK-8660 Skanderborg
Denmark
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